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FOREWORD
With pleasure, I enclose Avison Young summary of the retail parks
investment market in Poland. In the report you can find analysis
of the current market situation along with the last few years’
historical overview.
Investors’ interest in the retail parks has been growing year-on-year.
In 2020 this was the most sought-after retail class, taking up majority
of retail transactions. Their popularity has increased especially in the
last year, due to the fact that they remained resilient to the pandemic
restrictions.
Over the years, our team in Poland has successfully closed numerous retail
parks disposals and gained great experience in conducting transactions
in this asset class.

Michał Ćwikliński mrics
Principal, Managing Director - Poland
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Over the last few years, retail parks have become the
most attractive properties across the retail market.
Investors already existing in this segment have intensified their activities. Moreover,
a few newcomers have recently entered Polish market. They are targetting properties
food-anchored or leased on long-term to the financially strong tenants of a good
reputation, such as health & beauty or DIY stores. These are especially sought-after
when offered in portfolios. There have been, however, very few larger lot size
transactions and the bulk of the deals were in the small lot size sector.
Due to the fact that most of retail parks transacted in Poland belongs to convenience
sector, we extended our analyses with this type of properties.
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INVESTMENT
VOLUME

A tendency to shop in the vicinity of one’s
place of residence (convenience retail)
combined with a growing purchasing
power of inhabitants of smaller
towns, resulted in the dynamic
development of retail parks and
convenience retail, which have become
an attractive investment segment over
the last few years.
In the years 2015-2020, retail parks and
convenience retail transactions share did not
exceed 10% of total retail volume. This was a
marginal value due to the fact that most of
the transactions was concluded in small lot
sizes - 72% of retail parks and convenience
retail transactions in this period of time was

worth less than EUR 10M. However, a trend
of rising number of transactions is noticed.
In 2020, 23 of 35 of retail transactions
regarded retail parks and convenience
retail. It enabled setting a new record for
this sector in terms of number of deals.
The biggest convenience retail transaction
in 2020 was a sale of Tyrion Portfolio,
consisting of 5 convenience retail centres,
where Avison Young represented the seller.
What has attracted investors recently is
convenience retail resilience to market
fluctuations caused by COVID. Due to this
fact and after many meetings with the
investors, we forecast that this product will
be sought-after in 2021 even more.

23
retail parks and
convenience retail
transactions in 2020
largest number
of transactions ever

66%
share of retail parks
and convenience
retail in total number
of retail transactions
in 2020
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LOCATION

RETAIL PARKS AND CONVENIENCE RETAIL
TRANSACTIONS DISPERSION IN 2020
Gdynia
Koszalin

Retail parks and convenience retail schemes being subjects
of transactions in 2020 were spread across whole Poland.

Gdansk
Elblag

Kolobrzeg

The largest number of properties were sold in the biggest Polish
cities, showing investors’ appreciation for this kind of assets
in agglomerations.
On the other hand, many of transactions took place in smaller
towns, following strong development of retail parks there. Almost
30% of properties transacted last year are located in towns with
a population smaller than 50,000.

Chelmno
Szczecin

Monki

Bydgoszcz
Inowrocław

Ciechocinek

Ciechanow

Szamotuly

Poznan
Warsaw

Number of retail parks and convenience retail schemes being subjects
of transactions in 2020 depending on the population of cities

Siedlce

Łódź
Kalisz
Radom

Lubin

10 properties
>300,000 agglomerations

9 properties
<50,000

Chelm

Wroclaw
Opatow

Chorzów

7 properties
100,000 - 300,000
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Olkusz

6 properties
50,000 - 100,000
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YIELDS

Prime yields in Germany
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In comparison to the other European countries, Poland is characterised by relatively
stable retail parks yields development. In combination with dynamic yields
compression in warehouse and office sectors, it leaves room for yield compression
in the retail parks sector.
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Such market situation leads to the widest yields gap in Poland among other countries,
amounting to over 250bps. Moreover, the difference between prime retail park yields
in Poland and the average retail park yields in Western European cities is over 200bps. Taking
into account attractive pricing, stable tenancy and resilience of the market fluctuations, retail
parks in Poland seem to be a very attractive investment products for wide range of investors.
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RETAIL
MARKET

Turnover

in retail schemes in 2020*

COVID-19 post-lockdown
vs.

Major trends in consumer behavior
01

Higher conversion
As customers visit shopping centres less often, they tend to spend more time
during single visit.

02

Choosing smaller schemes

75.1%

71.1%

of 2019 turnover

of 2019 turnover

Small and medium retail schemes
(<40,000 sqm GLA)

Large shopping centres
(>40,000 sqm GLA)
Source: PRCH

People try to move less in general - as a result, residents of smaller cities avoid
travelling to larger cities and choose for shopping local and convenience
destinations instead.

03

Impact on 2020 turnovers
in selected retail sectors*

Focus on nesessary shopping
While visiting shopping centres, people buy mainly necessary goods
instead of "window shopping”, checking out what is in the stores, spending
time in shopping centre etc.

Least impacted:
Retail
parks
tenants

Most impacted:

1. Grocery: -7.8%

1. Services: -66.2%

2. Home & interior: - 8.0%

2. Entertainment: -60.1%

3. Health & beauty: - 21.5%

3. Food & beverage: -33.0%
Source: PRCH

*) 2019/2020 Jan-Nov YTD change
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Impact on convenience
store portfolio
Case study - COVID-19
We gathered data regarding daily visits and turnover in a chosen retail parks
portfolio and checked, how much COVID-19 influenced the business. The outcomes
are presented below.

67% of area
remained opened
During the 1st lockdown
(between 14 th March and 4 th May)

Only 4.1%*
turnover decrease
in 2020
In comparison to 2019
* ) Considering tenants reporting their turnover,
existing in both 2019 and 2020

Proof of resilience
of convenience, food-anchored
retail schemes

Resilient tenant mix
Area share by tenant type
DIY
Food operator
Electronics
Clothing & footwear
Household & beauty
Health & beauty
Other

Coronavirus resilient sectors
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AY TRACK RECORD
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Tyrion portfolio
Retail portfolio

SALE
ADVISORY

BACKGROUND

• A retail portfolio consisting of the following assets:

standalone Media Markt in Gdynia, Atrium Olkusz, Atrium
Świętochłowice, Atrium Siemianowice and Atrium Gama
in Radom, totalling in ca. 45,000 sqm GLA, part of a larger
retail portfolio

• Present on the market for a long time, marketed
by renowned agency without success

• Brokerage the deal for Atrium Real Estate
OUR APPROACH

• Selection of five best convenience assets and creating
a smaller portfolio

• Approaching a few non-obvious private individuals and
investors focused on covenience centres

RESULT

• Successful sale on almost unchanged conditions to

a group of private investors despite difficult COVID-19
circumstances
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Pasaż Chełmiński
Modern retail park

ACQUISITION
ADVISORY

BACKGROUND

• Modern retail park of three buildings, developed in

November 2019, offering ca. 5,800 sqm and 170 parking
spaces in the main shopping area in Chełmno

• Representation of buyer – LCP Properties, one of the
biggest British private investors in the European real
estate market

OUR APPROACH

• Deep retail park market research in order to find a
property which fits client’s needs the best

• In-depth due diligence clarifying all the issues to the
purchaser

RESULT

• Successful purchase by LCP Properties from TUF Real
Estate in Q1 2020 for ca. EUR 8M

• Smooth and efficient sale process in agreed timeframe
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HopStop
Retail Park Portfolio

SALE
ADVISORY

BACKGROUND

• The first in Poland sale of a standalone portfolio of four
retail properties convenience type totalling 19,000 sqm,
located in Radom, Zamość and Warsaw (Rembertów)

• Sale on behalf of Katharsis Development
OUR APPROACH

• Tailor-made strategy and disposal process
• Personal presentations directly to the decision makers
at capital sources

• Visiting all retail parks, identifying the most interested
investors

• Highest quality marketing material
RESULT

• 7 competitive offers collected from renowned investors
• Successful sale to the international Czech investor CPI
Property Group for ca. EUR 23M

• Yield level of ca. 7.75% based on the NOI
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HopStop Siedlce
Retail park

SALE
ADVISORY

BACKGROUND

• The last part of HopStop portfolio
• Developed in Q4 2019, HopStop Siedlce, offering ca.

5,000 sqm GLA and, fully let by such tenants as Lidl,
Rossmann, Media Expert, KIK or Hebe

• Sale on behalf of Katharsis Development
OUR APPROACH

• We used our broad experience and knowledge about
investors interested in convenience retail to target
the most interested buyers

RESULT

• Next successful sale of the property to the biggest retail
park investor - LCP, despite COVID-19 circumstances
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Futura Park

OUR TEAM
MEMBERS
EXPERIENCE

Retail park in Wroclaw
The retail park situated in a prime location in Wroclaw,
close to the airport and adjacent to the Factory Outlet
Center. The property accommodates a large hypermarket
of Carrefour, as well as DIY store of Castorama. Both the
food anchor and the DIY constitute ¾ of the GLA of the
retail park, making it a very prime investment target
in a large city.
City:

Wrocław

Client:

LaSalle Investment Management

Total GLA: 20,200 sqm
Service:
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Acquisition brokerage
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MICHAL CWIKLINSKI MRICS
Principal, Managing Director - Poland
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